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The Ringing World are pleased to announce the arrival of three new
pocket ringing books into the shop.
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The two popular Criblines books were produced between 1979 and 2019
by David J Marshall and Alison Popplewell. With David’s permission, the
Ringing World are now delighted to take on production and distribution
of this series.
We’ve given them a fresh new look, with colour throughout. Every method
is given with its blue line, also showing the treble’s path in red and half
leads and lead ends. The ‘grid’ is also given, showing every place bell and
the place notation, with the pivot bell highlighted.
All three books are in the original A7 size (74 x 105mm). Responding to
the feedback we received about our Little Purple Ringing Book being
smaller than comfortable for some, we’ve also produced Criblines: Surprise
Minor in a larger format.
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The 41 regular surprise minor methods,
from Cambridge, Beverley and Surfleet to
Whitley and Wooler.
Includes a table of method names and
diagrams of calls in each method group.
Also available in a large edition
(A6, 105 x 148mm, £4)

RingingForums …
topic specific networks
As mentioned during the CCCBR AGM
in September we are pleased to be able
to launch RingingForums, a set of online
networks for like-minded ringers to ask
specific topic questions, get support and
share information quickly and easily.
A network could involve, for example,
individuals holding similar roles in ringing
societies e.g. belfry advisers, safeguarding
officers, treasurers, GDPR advisers,
society librarians. More broadly,
networks could include individuals
with specific or more general interests
e.g. historians, composers, software
developers, health and safety, public
relations, recruitment and retention.
Others could use information to find
answers for one-off enquiries, e.g. on
insurance etc. Anyone searching for
‘how do I maintain plain bearings’,
for example, would find relevant
information or someone to answer.

NEW – Plain Minor
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A new addition to the Criblines collection.
Contains the 35 regular plain minor
methods, including Plain Bob, St Clement’s
and Double Bob.
A bob and single diagram is given on every
method page, and a table of method
names by overworks and underworks.

The benefits of using RingingForums
includes:
z forum for serious discussion of topics of
mutual interest
z mutual help
z sharing best practice
z exchange photos, examples, references,
guidelines, templates etc
z information retained for efficient reuse
z avoids / reduces fragmentation of
information on multiple fora – Facebook,
email lists, other social media)
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66 surprise, delight and treble bob major
methods. A newly revised selection which
includes Kent, the Standard Eight, all the
methods from Norman Smith’s well-known
composition of 23-spliced, and many
promoted by Simon Linford in ‘Project
Pickled Egg’.

To order, go to

shop.ringingworld.
co.uk
It costs nothing to access. Using
RingingForums, we can establish separate
forums for distinct ringing topics on request,
encourage experts to monitor relevant forums
and answer questions raised, and provide
public or private forums as needed for
specialist interest groups or projects. A single
login will allow ringers to comment on the
forums, and any of the public forums can be
browsed without logging in at all.
Some forums have already been set up with
others in progress, and some discussion topics
already begun. Others are in the process of
being set up and we welcome suggestions
for useful forums that ringers would want
access to.
To view the current forums, read what’s
already being discussed and to register if
you wish to contribute to the discussion,
go to https://www.ringingforums.org/
Be sure to read the RingingForums Policy
and let us know if there’s a discussion
topic you’d like to see.
VICKI CHAPMAN
CCCBR Public Relations Officer

